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Numerous requests having been received for a second edition"011
of Hind Swaraj the inmates of Phoenix and the pupils there havelve
found time to print it as a labour of love.
I should like to comment on one thing only. I have gathered ^c
an impression that, though Hind Swaraj does not advocate the use of °^
physical force at any time and in any circumstances, and advo-ro" j
cates always the use of soul-force to gain the desired end, the re-re" f
suit of its teaching has been to create hatred for the British and n<*.
to suggest that they should be expelled through armed fighting oror,.
use of violence otherwise. I was unhappy to know this. Such wasras j
by no means my object in writing Hind Swaraj] and I can only say a? r
that those who have drawn from it the foregoing conclusion haveve 5
totally failed to understand the book.  I, for one, bear no Ul- ^" f
will against the British or against any people or individuals. All ^ >
living creatures are of the same substance as all drops of water:er.
in the ocean are the same in substance. I believe that all of us, IS> [
individual souls, living in this ocean of spirit, are the same with ^ .
one another with the closest bond among ourselves. A drop that at
separates soon dries up and any soul that believes itself separate te \
from others is likewise destroyed. For myself, I am an uncompro- °".
mising enemy of the present-day civilization of Europe.  I tried * ;
to elaborate my view in Hind Swaraj and show that it is not the ie ,
British that are responsible for the misfortunes of India but we /e
who have succumbed to modern civilization. India can be free *
this very moment if we turn our back on this modern civilization >n
and go back to our ancient way of life, which embodied the right l\
ethical principles. The key to an understanding of Hind Swmj $
lies in the idea that worldly pursuits should give way to ethical **
living. This way of life has no room for violence in any form n
against any human being, black or white.
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